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        How does Affirm work?

        
        

        
        
            

            
            EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

            Provide your basic information and get approved instantly. Pay over 3, 6 or 12 months with rates from 0-30% APR.

            

        

        
            

            
            FLEXIBLE PAYMENTS

            Simply pay your monthly bill using a bank transfer, check, or credit card at affirm.com.

            

        

        

        
        All orders over $50 are eligible. Just select Pay over time with Affirm at Checkout.

        

    







  
    
        
        Free Shipping on orders $200+

        
        

        
            
                How do I redeem free shipping?

                Free standard shipping is automatically added to your cart if your order is $200 or more. We’ll ship your order via USPS Priority, and your Scout hardware will arrive in 2-3 business days.

            

            
                Want it sooner?

                Expedited shipping options are calculated and available at checkout.

            

        

        
        All orders over $200 are eligible. Just select Free Shipping at Checkout.

        

    







  
    
        
        Return Policy

        
        

        
            
                What is Scout’s return policy?

                Scout offers a 60-day return policy for all hardware purchased at www.scoutalarm.com Customers will receive a prepaid return label, and a full refund will be issued once the return is received.

            

        

        
        To request a return or exchange, visit www.scoutalarm.com/a/returns

        

    







  
    
        
        Hardware Warranty

        
        

        
            
                What is Scout’s hardware warranty?

                Scout offers a 3-year warranty on all devices. If a device is found to be defective, we’ll ship out a replacement free of charge, and include a prepaid return label so our team can further investigate.

            

        

        
        Contact Us: 844-287-2688, support@scoutalarm.com if you have any questions, or require troubleshooting assistance.

        

    












    










  	 

      

        
        
          
            
              
                Home Security. Simplified.

                No contracts, no hardwiring, no hassle.

                
                  	
      Limited Time Offer

    
	Essentials Pack	
      $210
    	$0
	Shipping	
      $16
    	$0
	1 yr. Pro Monitoring		$240



                
                
                  
                    get my free system
                  

                
                
                  FREE: hub with cellular and battery backup, motion sensor, open/close sensor, water leak detector, yard sign and two window stickers (pictured)
Subscription:1 yr. of 24/7 police, fire & EMS dispatch.
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          Home Security. Simplified.

          No contracts, no hardwiring, no hassle.

          
            	
      Limited Time Offer

    
	Essentials Pack	
      $210
    	$0
	Shipping	
      $16
    	$0
	1 yr. Pro Monitoring		$240



          
          
            get my free system
          
          
            FREE: hub with cellular and battery backup, motion sensor, open/close sensor, water leak detector, yard sign and two window stickers (pictured)
Subscription:1 yr. of 24/7 police, fire & EMS dispatch.


          
        

      

    

  












  
    
    IN THE PRESS

    

    
      
      
        
          
          “Scout Alarm lets users choose the components they want, select the colors and finish and even determine the level of support they need. It’s essentially a modernized alarm system in its look and use.”

          
        

      

      
      
        
          
          “I’ve had a truly seamless experience with Scout. It took about an hour to install the Hub, a door panel, two motion sensors, and an access panel on my bedroom window.”

          
        

      

      
      
        
          
          “In bridging the gap between modern hardware and software in new ways, Scout is aiming to become the new darling of the home security world.”

          
        

      

      
      
        
          
          "Scout's Panic Buttons work similarly to 'Life Alert' and police departments are using them to provide domestic violence victims another layer of protection."
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                        ONE SIZE DOESN'T FIT ALL
                      

                      Designed for you.

                      Scout meets your home security needs in style. Rent a small studio? Your ideal Scout system secures your whole home with only a few sensors. With Scout, only buy what you need to feel safe.
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                        MOBILE ACCESS
                      

                      Be aware. Anywhere.

                      Control your entire Scout DIY, Wifi security system from any mobile device. Get live updates when anything is out of the ordinary. Monitor any room in your home or apartment.
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                        HASSLE FREE
                      

                      Ridiculously easy setup.

                      Scout Alarm's DIY, Wifi home security system means there are no tools necessary and no need to miss work to let strangers into your home or apartment. Get the entire Scout Alarm Home Security System up and running yourself in minutes.

                  

              

          

          
      

      

      

  













  
      
      Best in class Smart home integrations
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                    Motion Sensor

                    
                    
                    The Motion Sensor is so flexible that it can secure multiple entry points and hard-to-reach areas of your home, day or night.

                    
                    
                    LEARN MORE
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                    Access Sensor

                    
                    
                    Access Sensors secure the perimeter of your home. They continuously monitor anything that opens and closes.

                    
                    
                    LEARN MORE
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                    Door Panel

                    
                    
                    The Door Panel monitors your entryways and also allows you to arm and disarm the system with a key fob.

                    
                    
                    LEARN MORE
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                    Scout App

                    
                    
                    Scout's App is more than just a remote control in your pocket. Change settings and get live updates from miles away.

                    
                    
                    LEARN MORE
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                    Scout Hub

                    
                    
                    The Hub is the brains of the operation. Just plug it into your internet router, and the base station instantly connects to your sensors and the Scout mobile app.

                    
                    
                    LEARN MORE

                    
                

            

            
            

          

      


      
        
        NETWORK OF DEVICES

        
        
        Protected and connected.

        
        
        Scout is a system of sensors that communicate with each other to provide complete protection, customized for your home.

        
        
        get protected
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      Door Lock
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    Buy with monthly payments. Get approved instantly.

    
    
    Learn More
    
  





  
    
        
        How does Affirm work?

        
        

        
        
            

            
            EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS

            Provide your basic information and get approved instantly. Pay over 3, 6 or 12 months with rates from 0-30% APR.

            

        

        
            

            
            FLEXIBLE PAYMENTS

            Simply pay your monthly bill using a bank transfer, check, or credit card at affirm.com.

            

        

        

        
        All orders over $50 are eligible. Just select Pay over time with Affirm at Checkout.
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            Scout Packs

            
            
            Ideal security systems made just for your home.

            
            
            SHOP PACKS
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            Blog

            
            
            Make the right buying decisions for your smart house.

            
            
            LEARN MORE
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          Subscribe and get exclusive offers!
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          No SPAM! We not share your email to any 3rd part companies!
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        Sign up to receive the latest offers & security tips.
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